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	HEADLINE: Plots in Brazil to examine canker control strategies and studie
	TITLE: Efficacy of citrus canker control strategies, leafminer interactions, and bacterial survival.
	DATE: 1/27/2012
	SPONSOR: [Citrus Research and Development Foundation]
	CATEGORY: [Epidemiology and Cultural Control]
	ABSTRACT: The intent of this study is to examine the effect of windbreaks, copper sprays to reduce infection, and leafminer treatments to determine there individual and combined effects on control of citrus canker in Brazilian commercial citrus and the applicability of this strategy to the US commercial citrus industry.  A preliminary study was published in Crop Protection 27:807-813, that indicated that copper and insecticide applications significantly reduced canker infection but windbreaks did not have any effect.  As described previously, a new series of plots with much more extensive windbreaks were established via a USDA/ARS specific cooperative agreement with the University of Sao Paulo, and the Brazilian cooperator at an IAPAR farm, in Xambrê, Parana state, using, 2-yr-old Pêra on Rangpur lime.  Windbreaks were completed and plants were be established in Mid April 2010, but severe winds damaged the windbreaks during two storm events.  These windbreaks have been reinforced and rebuilt.  This delayed the experiment which is now scheduled to begin in March 2012.   The following treatments will then be applied: 1) no sprays (control), 2) Cu++ sprays to reduce citrus canker incidence, and 3) insecticide sprays to inhibit infestations of Asian leafminer (secondary effects).  Main effects are windbreak versus no windbreaks.  Citrus canker incidence will be estimated on multiple branches on each tree treated as the number of leaves per branch infected.  We anticipate running these plots for 2-3 more years to collect all necessary data.  The njext field visit to plots in Brazil has been deferred until mid 2012.The development of the Programmable leaf wetness controller (PLWC) software was written, debugged, is complete, and the control program is working well.  New leaf wetness sensors were designed and constructed and calibrated.  An electronic glitch was determined in the leaf wetness sensors and new control circuitry was designed and constructed to overcome the glitch.  New hydrophobic materials used as the sensor bridge allowing the detection of leaf moisture are being evaluated as well.  The newly designed probes with various sensor bridge materials have been tested to determine their viability.  Additional electronic bugs have been identified and a still remain initiated to improve performance. Publications:167. Bock, C. H., Graham, J. H., Gottwald, T. R., Cook, A. Z., and Parker, P. E.  2010.  Wind speed effects on the quantity of Xanthomonas citri subsp. citri dispersed downwind from canopies of grapefruit tree infected with citrus canker.  Plant DiBock C.H., Graham, J.H., Gottwald, T.R., Cook, A.Z., and Parker, P.E.  2010. Wind speed and wind-associated leaf injury affect severity of citrus canker on Swingle citrumelo.  Eur J. Plant Path 128:21-38Bock, CH, Parker, PE, Cook, AZ, Graham, JH and Gottwald, TR. 2001.  Infection and decontamination of citrus canker and inoculated the surfaces.  Crop Protection 30:259-264. Hall, D.G., Gottwald, T.R. and C.H. Bock.  2010.  Exacerbation of citrus canker by citrus leafminer Phyllocnistis citrella in Florida.  Florida Entomologist.  Florida Entomologist 93:558-566.Bock, C.H., Gottwald, T.R. and Parker, P.E. 2011. Distribution of canker lesions on the surface of diseased grapefruit. Plant Pathology (Accepted).
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